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Salt & Pepper Mills
Quick Guide notes:





















Make sure your wood is dry enough not to move after turning.
If a salt mill is required then a plastic or ceramic mechanism will be needed as salt corrodes metal.
Whatever mechanism is chosen I always start between centres and rough the body blank.
True and finish both end square this is essential
Mount the body in an appropriate set of jaws and drill the bottom of the mill to accept the
mechanism.
Don’t forget to turn the “spring” recess!
Drill the centre of the mill to around half way (usually 1” diameter) although there are some 24mm
mechanisms around.
Reverse the body blank in the chuck and from the top again drill a recess (for the top knob to run in)
Drill through the body to meet the centre hole started from the bottom end.
Remove the blank and remount between cone centres. Headstock may be a wooden friction drive
and the tailstock may be a revolving centre.
Turn and shape the body bearing in mind that the centre is hollow.
Sand & finish
Insert the mechanism into the body (if Cole mechanism I suggest either a suitable socket or an
insertion tool (these can be turned from wood).
For the top follow a similar method as the body, mount between centres and rough turn.
Mount in suitable jaws and drill out the mechanism hole if required, or if a capstan design drill
straight throw to the top
Turn the recess to accept Cole drive jaws.
Turn a spigot to fit both the chuck jaws and the prepared recess in the body top.
Reverse the top and hold by the prepared spigot, then finish turning the top surface
Insert the top drive mechanism
Assemble mill and insert a small amount of either salt or pepper and test.

SALT & PEPPER MILL FACT SHEET


My salt mill appears to be 'clogged up', what should I do?
Firstly, ensure that the salt you use in your mill is perfectly dry and free flowing and always keep your refill
container in a dry place. Adding a few grains of rice to the salt in the mill helps to absorb any latent moisture
in the salt. The rice will be ground up with the salt and will not be noticeable in your food.



Why do my mills 'leak' salt or pepper after grinding?
Finely ground particles of salt or pepper will be produced inside a mill during the grinding process. These
particles will fall to the bottom of the mill and may come out as a fine 'dust' once you have finished grinding.
Always shake your mills after grinding to remove excess grounds, which also helps keep the grinders free for
the next time you use the mill.



Can I adjust the grind of my Salt or Pepper Mill?
Firstly, turn your mill upside down to ensure the mechanism is empty of previously ground salt or pepper. To
alter the grinding mechanism to produce a coarse or fine grind, tighten or loosen the screw knob on the top of
the mill. Only a fine adjustment is required.



What maintenance is required on Salt or Pepper Mills?
Salt and Pepper Mills will benefit from (time to time) putting a VERY small amount of cooking oil between your
finger and thumb and rubbing it around the threaded part of the mill shaft. This will especially stop any
corrosion caused by salt between the shaft and the screw knob which can 'weld' the two parts together.



Can I use Red Pepper in my mill?
We would not recommend the use of ‘Red’ pepper.
‘Red’ pepper is known as “False Pepper” which is not real pepper because it is actually from the seed of an
evergreen tree grown in South America. It has a sweet, piquant flavour, but is mostly used for its appearance.
It has a moist consistency and can become trapped in the grinding mechanism, thus clogging up the grinder.
However it is suitable if mixed with other white, green and black peppercorns.



Can I grind Herbs in my mill?
Yes, if you have a mill with a ceramic grinding mechanism. Use dried herbs NOT fresh.



What type of salt should I use?
Use Sea Salt Crystals. orCole & Mason which is available from Dept. Stores or good independent cookshops.
If a salt mechanism has worn through in a short period of time, one of the contributing factors can be the use
of Rock Salt. Rock Salt will wear down the mechanism very quickly, as it is too harsh for our mills. Although on

many makes of Rock Salt packaging it will state that this type of salt is suitable for all grinders, this is not the
case with Cole & Mason Mills.
Likewise, the use of Sea Salt Flakes is not recommended as this type of salt will coagulate within the
mechanism and will cause the grinder to fail. Also do not use any type of salt that is of a 'moist' consistency or
texture ie French Sal de Mer, as this type of salt will also coagulate in the mill. All salt must be free flowing
and kept in a dry atmosphere.



Where should I store my mills?
Always store Salt and Pepper Mills in a dry atmosphere - never let the mills or the contents come into contact
with water or steam.



Why does the Salt Mill have a plastic grinding mechanism and the Pepper have
Stainless Steel?
You cannot use a steel grinding mechanism for salt because the salts will corrode the metal and turn it rusty.
Salt grinders are white and Pepper grinders are steel.



What type of Pepper should I use?
Cole & Mason Pepper is either Sarawak Black or Tellicherry Black. Both are high grade peppers with a low
moisture content which ensures high flavour.
Sarawak Black is from Borneo and Mayalsia and Telicherry Black is from South West India.
Always use a high grade pepper and observe the size of the grinding mechanism. If the peppercorn is too big
to fit into the aperture of the mill, it will not grind.

